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 3.1 Inform me! news media 

Preparation  

 

Read:  

Christopher Harper (2003). Journalism in a digital age. In H. Jenkins & D. Thorburn (Eds), Democracy and 

New Media (pp. 271-280). Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press.(In E-reserve)  

Clear paper about how journalistic practices change with the internet. It is from 2003, takes a good look at 

“old media” journalism and continuity in the present. 

 

Explore: 

Online mainstream and alternative news sites including: 

• Crikey: http://www.crikey.com.au    

• Perth Indy Media: http://perth.indymedia.org   

• The West Australian: http://au.news.yahoo.com/thewest   

• The Huffington Post: http://www.huffingtonpost.com   

• Salon: http://www.salon.com  

Plus any news sites that are of particular interest to you. 

 

Learning Portfolio entry 

1. Summarise the main points in the readings noting your agreement and disagreement with the ideas 

and opinions of the author/speaker. 

2. Compare the form and content of the on-line news sites you visit with traditional newspapers. 

 

 

Discussion 

 

Topic Themes / keywords:  

Ethics, credibility, editorial control 

 

learning goals:  

Consider changes in ethics and credibility in shift from old to new forms of informational media  

 

Group work: 

• How do you get your information / news? Why?  

• How does this differ from older generations / family etc?  

• What do you find more credible – printed newspapers, online, wikipedia? Why?  

• How has the rise of infotainment and celebrity journalism effected online and traditional forms of 

newspapers and magazines? 

 

Discussion Questions: 

• Are traditional forms of informational media dying? What are their equivalents?  

• Are they in competition and if not why?  

• What happens to editorial control, credibility and ethics in the new media forms of information 

presented in wikipedia, blogs? 

 

Assignment Guidelines 
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• Work in pairs/small groups to share and provide feedback on Ass 2 outlines 

• Make sure your remediation is available and accessible online 

NB: Assignment 2 due this Friday 
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3.2 Networks of information: blogging, citizen journalism & collective 
intelligence 

Preparation 

 

Read:  

Melissa Wall, (2005). Blogs of war: weblogs as news. Journalism 6 (2), 153-72. (Electronic databases) 

Wall analyses the cultural conditions that gave rise to blogging, situates it with regard to “old media” and 

then analyses the ways in which blogs reconfigure journalistic discourse, specifically in relation to blog 

coverage of the Iraq war.  

 

Gordon, J. (2007). The mobile phone and the public sphere: mobile phone usage in three critical situations. 

Convergence 13(3), 307-319. (electronic databases) 

 

Watch:  

TED talk – Jimmy Wales on the creation of Wikipedia 

 

Learning Portfolio entry: 

1. Summarise the main points in the readings noting your agreement and disagreement with the 

ideas and opinions of the author/speaker. 

2. Make note of the blogs you visit and the features of this blogs that attract you 

Discussion 

Topic Themes / keywords:  

participatory culture, ethics, credibility 

 

learning goals:  

Thinking about how notions of credibility, editorship, control and open source operate in the new media 

scape. 

Group work: 

• Share examples of your favoured sites for news / information.  

• Discuss how credible you find it – do you cross check with other sources? Why?  

• Look at de-identified articles on same topic from different sources and decide which are 

professionally edited, which are more credible etc 

Discussion Questions: 

• What do new forms of information / journalism such as Indymedia, citizen journalism / blogging 

mean for traditional news media?  

• Is this the death of the editor?  

• If so how important is this for the credibility of the new/ information we source?  

• What do we mean by collective intelligence?  

• What are the risks to the blogger? 

 
Assignment Preparation 

• review your use of the use of the library and databases - start collecting additional sources for ass 3  
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• Writing / assignment exercise - Assessment of ‘mock’ essay 

3.3 Talk to me! Chatting/texting/twittering at each other 

Preparation  
 
Read:  
E.J Westlake (2008). Friend me if you Facebook: Generation Y and performative surveillance. The Drama 
Review 52(4), 21-40. (Electronic databases) 
Fun article about Facebook and how people perform themselves through digital media.  
 
Watch:  
TED talk – Evan Williams on Twitter 
 
 
Bring: Learning Portfolio entry 

1. Summarise the main points in the readings noting your agreement and disagreement with the ideas 
and opinions of the author/speaker. 

2. Reflect on your own use of messaging, facebook, and twitter concerns or fears you may have and 
economic opportunities you might recognise. 

 
Discussion 
 
Topic Themes / keywords:  
privacy, participation, networks 
 
learning goals:  

• Understand the role of media in social communication  

• Consider concepts of privacy and control in new media/ communication environment 

Group activity: 

• Reconstruct a series of tweets into a Standard English news story. Discuss what does this do to 
the way we convey meaning? What is lost? What is gained?  

• Share your examples of communications used during the unit. Which have been most useful? 
Why? What would you like to see more of?  

Discussion Questions: 

• Discuss kinds of communication media used – what is old what is new – what is the balance? 
Why? What are the benefits of each type?  

• How has the concept of privacy shifted in terms of media subjects and media users?  

• What happens when communication and other forms of media merge? 

Group Work 

• work in small groups / pairs to share outlines / drafts of ass. 3 and provide feedback 

Assignment Guidelines 

• Look at the marking criteria for Assignment 1 (Learning Portfolio and Reflection)  

• Discuss the appropriate form, content and style for the reflection 

NB Assignment 1 Full Portfolio due this Friday 
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3.4 Who’s listening? Mass communication in a networked, mobile 
environment 

Preparation  
 
Read:  
Malpas, J. (2009). On the Non-autonomy of the Virtual. Convergence 15(2), 135-139. (Electronic databases) 
 
Watch:  
TED talk: Seth Godin on the tribes we lead 

Seth Godin discusses the effect of the internet on mass advertising. 
 
Learning Portfolio entry 

1. Summarise the main points in the readings noting your agreement and disagreement with the ideas 
and opinions of the author/speaker. 

2. Account for your own use of media technologies and make note of the costs and benefits. 
3. Brainstorm ideas about who gains and who loses in terms of contemporary communication media 

including costs and gains for the environment. 
 
Discussion 
 
Topic Themes / keywords:  
ICT ownership; One to many and many to many communications; Communicating with media producers, 
communicating with audiences? 
 
learning goals:  
Thinking about how institutions and infrastructure order ICTs  
 
Group work: 

• Map your personal use of communications technologies for one average day.  

• In groups, assess the relative ‘value’ of these communications to users and providers. 

Discussion Questions: 

• How are techs and companies shaping our communication and use of mobile devices?  

• What does it mean that they are converging with other forms of mobile media? 
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3.5 Conclusion 

Preparation 

 
Make sure your remediation project is available online for other students to view 
 
Learning Portfolio entry 
1. Consider your personal use of media; have you changed the way you think about and use the media? 
 
 
Discussion 
 
Topic Themes / keywords:  
Reflecting on unit themes as a whole - ownership, privacy, participation, ethics and credibility 
 
Tutorial learning goals:  
Reflection and feedback 
 
Group work: 

• Share remediation projects  

• Evaluate 

 
Discussion Questions: 

• Reflect on the different forms of media and communication used during unit – in terms of 
delivery, communication and fact finding.  

• Consider the changes made to the texts through remediation. 
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